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The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines support your class

preparation, provide reference for your outline creation, and supply a comprehensive breakdown of

topic matter for your entire study process. Created by Steven Emanuel, these course outlines have

been relied on by generations of law students. Each title includes both capsule and detailed

versions of the critical issues and key topics you must know to master the course. Also included are

exam questions with model answers, an alpha-list of cases, and a cross reference table of cases for

all of the leading casebooks.   Emanuel Law Outline Features:    #1 outline choice among law

students   Comprehensive review of all major topics   Capsule summary of all topics  

Cross-reference table of cases   Time-saving format   Great for exam prep
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If you hate reading 5-10 pages of a case brief in order to get one rule of law, this book is for you! I'm

the type of person who just needs the facts, so when I'm reading a case brief all I'm thinking is, "get

to the point!" or "how many words are you going to use in order to tell me that it had to be a material

breach?" If that is you, or if you are having problems understanding the point of the case brief and

how it fits into the big picture, trust me this book is for you. I've tried several others and they don't

compare. BTW these books are set up to mirror (keyed) your case books so make sure you get the

right one.



As expected, the Property Law Outline by Emanuel is an excellent source for the black law theory

on property law. It is most useful in developing your own outline or flash cards to study for the bar. I

recommend that before you delve into your case book, you peruse the pertinent section in Emanuel.

It will give you the insight you need to understand the cases better.

This helped a lot in my Contracts class for understanding some of the tougher concepts. It comes

with questions after each section that are useful for review. I would use this as a supplement to

making your own outline. If I could do it over again, I would have gotten this book before I even

started the class.

I used this for my contracts class (obviously) and have Gilberts for Torts. Personally, I like the

format of this Emanuel outline far better. For me, the layout is better, the content is easier to grasp

and the flow just works.

This supplement clearly describes all the major topics covered in a corporate law class. I found it

especially helpful in distinguishing between duty of loyalty/conflict of interest issues and duty of

care/business judgment rule situations. All the rules are clearly laid out and show the reader when

the various tests should be applied. If you are overwhelmed by the large amount of information

you're expected to master in a BA/corporations course, this supplement will help you organize that

information and give you some perspective on how to manage all the info you're expected to know.I

highly recommend this book.Also, in case it's not obvious, there's nothing on agency and

partnership.

A good source of a thorough outline of black letter law for Property. Going through this will serve

you better than using the outlines that float around from the previous year's classes. Definitely get

this if you're interested in doing well on finals.

As with any other Kindle textbook/supplement, this is very hard to navigate. Its a combination of not

being able to flip physical pages, and the fact that you can't find things easily in the table of

contents. This probably isn't an issue with the paper book. That being said, the actual substance is

great. Just enough to help you study, but not so much that you don't want to read it (Examples and

Explanations comes to mind).



You can't count on this as your main source. That, unfortunately, will have to be your casebook. But

it is solid. It has all the same common law principles, rules, elements, etc. that are in your casebook.

Therefore, you can use it in conjunction with your casebook, but likely will not be detailed enough,

unless your professor is not the typical cruel and devious property professor.So get it. It is safe and

likely at least as useful as another commercial outline on the same subject.
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